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Welcome to FIU Theatre's third production of the season.
Jon Jory's adaptation of Jane Austen's wildly popular novel
"PRIDE AND PREJUDICE," directed for FIU Theatre by
Phillip M. Church, has been having successful runs at regional
theatre companies across the country, so we were excited to
secure the performance rights to present it here.

MARILYN
R.SKOW
ARTISTIC
DIRECTOR
AND
CHAIR,FIUTHEATRE

Adapting a novel to the stage is always a challenge, especially
one that depends so heavily on exposing and understanding
the internal thoughts of the main character, as this one does.
Juxtaposing the realities of the inner mind and the external
world often creates surreal situations, which is a key to Jory's
approach to the play, so we should not be alarmed to find
doors floating in the sky or disappearing trees or a bare stage
representing everything from a ball room to a kitchen to a
field. The story of Elizabeth's and Darcy's stormy relationship
played out against this kind of backdrop creates a visual and
emotional tension that makes for an exciting evening of drama
which I hope you will all enjoy.
The final show of the season, which opens April 7th, is a
favorite of Shakespeare fans-"TWELFTH
NIGHT," directed
by Wayne E Robinson, Jr. Written to be presented at Queen
Elizabeth's court for the holiday season, this crazy comedy
exposes the inconstancy of love and how it can turn people
into fools. It is filled with mistaken identities, cross-dressing
disguises, late night parties and all kinds of confusion. Love
triangles abound, and a somewhat silly crew of supporting
characters run amok. There is enough fun and laughter to
satisfy the most jaded cynic.
Our productions serve as our laboratory in which students put
into practice what they are learning. Their talent, hard work,
professionalism and dedication are amazing. We thank you
for your support of FIU Theatre and hope you will enjoy our
productions as much as we enjoy creating them.
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SETIING
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In and around Hertfordshire, England, 1813.
The play is performed in two acts. There will be a one 10 minute intermission.

Marilyn R. Skow
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NOTESFROMTHE DIRECTOR
Silhouette as Character or Enigma?
After reading Carolyn Davis' article on dating practices of
Facebook in the New York Times (February 8th, 2011) in which
she states, "When it comes to presenting yourself on line, the
opportunities are limitless to craft the personality-whether
your goal is to create a realistic self-portrait or indulge in a little
personality primping," I had to smile and ponder as to whether
we have traveled any distance since the nineteenth century. Jane
Austen wrote her signature novel "Pride and Prejudice" in 1813. The subject of online
"personality primping" seems uncannily reminiscent of what was taking place two hundred
years ago.

I t is not surprising, therefore, that "Pride and Prejudice," originally titled "First
Impressions," not only called into question the folly of man's willful ways and prejudicial
judgments, but also exposes the postured profile. Thus, the production's design, influenced
by the work of MC Escher and Rene Magritte, attempts to reflect a world of surrea l
contradiction. There is little doubt that Austen, as a writer and thinker, lived before her time
as she strove to provoke and expose the pretentions of the silhouetted forms. While we
exercise the many freedoms and liberties that come to us via the internet, there also exists
the danger of recreating a similar vacuity as we re-image ourselves to a preferred likeness. It
is with great prudence that we should embrace technology, not as an opportunity to create
false profiles, but as an instrument for veracity and transparency. In this respect, we are
closer to Austen's wor ld than we might at first imagine.

Phillip M. Church
While Austen's novel offers the potential of being a richly embellished "romcom", its pages
contain far greater insight, for she was taking intrepid steps towards an unfamiliar literary
horizon beyond which lay the uncharted land of "realism." Her "slice-of-life" observations
were roundly criticized by her contemporary Char lott e Bronte, as being boring and without
drama. With the emergence of the working middle class, artists were emboldened to exp lor e
the nature of realism, and the Bennet family, with its farm and cottage industry, exemplifies
that cultural awakening . Also, there was no escaping the influence of German philosopher
Arthur Schopenhauer as advocating the valu e of privacy; ''A man can be himself only so
long as he is alone: and if he does not love solitude, he will not love freedom; for it is only
when he is alone that he is really free." Presumably he meant alone and unrestricted from
socia l conventions and at the same time reflecting on who we really are in that state of
solitude . To my mind, it was because of his solitude that Ebenezer Scrooge in Dickens'
''A Christmas Caro l" came to recognize his true self through the reflection of his own
imagination. With the approach of realism came a frankness and singularity of mind and
an almost egalitarian approach to communication and thus, (if one momentarily accepts an
enormous leap of speculation) the eventual arriva l of Facebook in the 21st century!
Which brings us to the subject of the silhouette, an ornately framed, dense, black profile
found in the drawing rooms of the rich and famous. It was known as "taking the other's
shade from life"; taking the other's shadow. Thanks to electricity and overhead lighting the
imagined world of shadows was cancelled out and the silhouette art form soon died out.
The silhouette reflected nothing of the true self, only a black outline, leaving the viewer to
literally fill in the blank. Elizabeth and Darcy pursue each other's silhouette throughout the
novel, desperately seeking the complete shape of the other. As Caro lyn Davis points out,
today we continue to pursue the profile as personalities are shaped and photo-shopped,
primped and preened into an attractive version of how we would like to have ourselves
perceived. For the most part it is about image-making, as indeed it was in Austen's day with a
person's profile remaining as illusive today as it was in the 19th century.
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"PRIDE AND PREJUDICE" IS A PARTICIPATING ENTRY IN THE KENNEDY
CENTER AMERICAN COLLEGE THEATER FESTIVAL
THE KENNEDY CENTER AMER ICAN COLLEGE THEATER FESTIVAL TM 2011
PR ESENTED AND PRODUCED BY

The John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts
SUPPORTED IN PART BY

The Kennedy Center Corporate Fund , The U.S. Department of Education,
Delta Airlines , The National Committee for the Performing Arts ,
Dr. and Mrs. Gerald McNichols
The aims of this national theater educat ion program are to identify and promote quality in
college-level theater production. To this end , each representative and selected students and
faculty are invited to participate in KCACTF programs involving scholarships , internships, grants
and awards for actors, playwrights , designers , stage managers and critics at both the regional
and national levels .
Productions entered on the Participating Level are eligible for inclusion at the KCACTF regional
festival and can also be considered for invitation to the KCACTF national festival at the John F.
Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts in Washington D.C. in the spring of 2011.
KCACTF involves more than 200,000 students nationwide . By entering this production, our
theatre department is sharing the KCACTF goals to recognize, reward and celebrate the
exemplary work produced in college and university theaters across the nation .
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Classical Music.

It'sInO r Na ure.
Just like all of us, classical music lives
and breathes. Make it part of your lifestyle.
Tune to Classical South Florida on the
radio or online. It's in your nature.

classicalsouthflorid

.org

